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The majority of people learning Tai Chi Forms never finish them. Some are too long, others are

just too complex. Fortunately, there are a series of postures that are common to all Tai Chi

Schools, and these can be learned quickly and easily in this introductory book.This book takes

you through the footwork, the arm positions and then introduces each posture, linking them

slowly into a flowing and beautiful short sequence that will serve as a daily practice to work on

at home or supplement your existing training.INSIDE FIND SECTIONS ON:*History of the Tai

Chi Form*Advice from the classic Tai Chi Writings*How to learn the stepping patterns*How to

learn the arm patterns*Step-by-step the 10 Postures*How to expand the Form from 10 to 30 or

more steps*How to Mirror the Form*How to add repetitions*How to add transition

movesIncluding inline references, video links and over a 100 step-by-step photos this simple

guide provides all you need to learn the basic moves of Tai Chi.Check out the my website,

Youtube, Facebook or Instagram TV for videos of the moves, as well as Live Sessions
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Chi Form“If the lessons of history teach us anything it is that nobody learns the lessons that

history teaches us.”—Robert A. HeinleinA WORD OR TWOA Word or Two About this BookIn

many Tai Chi Schools, the majority of students drop-out before finishing their course. The

emphasis placed on learning the complex and demanding Tai Chi Forms require patience,

commitment and time that not everyone today can easily find or put aside.Teaching the Tai Chi

Form in a traditional way for over 25 years, with these high-drop out figures, students would

complain about the complexity of the moves, the details of the instructions and the time

required to grasp the basics. Consequently, I began to think about making changes and

offering a more flexible Tai Chi Form; one that might be easier and quicker to learn, and one

that started easy and short, but could be extended if the student so wished. Such a Form

would have to adapt not just to a person’s desire to learn, but to their available free time, the

physical space available for their practice and their energy levels for the day.I looked into the

history of the art to see if there were examples I could use. Although I found few that were truly

adaptable, I did discover that most schools and most teachers were (consciously or

unconsciously) adapting and amending their respective Tai Chi Forms as they were passed

down from generation to generation.Once I realised that this was an ongoing process in Tai

Chi, I started to create a new mini-set of postures that could be taught in just a few hours, yet,

for students that wanted to learn more, it would also provide expandability and depth. To



ensure that the postures would adhere to the basic principles of the art, I consulted the

formative texts and have attempted to stay within the accepted guidelines.The result is what

you have now in front of you, and - as an additional training aid - the accompanying online

course in this 10 posture Form. Each of the postures are broken down into easily recognisable

stages of arm and foot patterns, before learning the complete move. In this way, everyone

should feel capable of acquiring the basic moves. Although it is a very 21st century approach

to an ancient art, I hope that these learning approaches still transmit the true spirit of Tai

Chi.This book follows a simple Question and Answer format wherever possible, offering bite-

sized chunks of detail or instruction that can better be remembered. Feel free to jump about,

following a pattern that appeals to you. Although the pages follow a linear and numerical order,

you may wish to create your own path through the chapters. Section 1 and 2 look at the curious

history of the Tai Chi Form and the resources I have used to build this particular set of

postures. Section 3 is the one not to skip, for it lays the foundations of the moves that follow in

sections 4 and 5. Section 6 is for all those that complete the Form and are looking for further

challenges. Here you will find all the various ways to expand the number of moves, mirror the

Form and adapt it further still.Although this book - with it’s many photos and references - has

been designed as a stand alone instruction manual, static images and text alone cannot do full

justice to the Form and the moves. Therefore, in the final section, you will find links to videos,

images, audio files and articles. These links provide further training aids, visual examples and

even a mini online video course.*AN INTRODUCTION TO THE TAI CHI FORMSWhat is the Tai

Chi Form?When anyone thinks of learning Tai Chi, they generally think of the flowing,

harmonious sequence of postures called the Form. These varied Forms are not exclusive to

Tai Chi - though the emphasis, pace and attention to body synchronisation is more focused -

similar Forms do exist in all martial arts. In the Japanese arts of Karate, Kendo, Judo and

Aikido for instance, the sequences of pre-ordered moves are called kata. In the Chinese arts

they are called Forms, and irrespective of the martial art you practice, many of the postures,

moves and stances are repeated between them all.What is the difference between an internal

and an external style?Martial artists do like to define and categorise things, so they have

created styles and sub-styles within their arts, each with their respective variations. This

emphasis on categorisations can get very confusing, so to try and make some sense of it all,

they label their arts according to country of origin: Japanese, Chinese, Korean etc. This

however was not enough, so they then placed all the arts into one of two camps — external

and internal. What is meant by these is a little vague, but generally some arts like to think they

emphasise muscular force, power and speed, whilst others concentrate on internal energy,

posture and breath. The reality is that both categories are very loose and most schools will

draw on all sources of energy and strength — muscular and tensile, straight and circular, fast

and slow. Additionally, all arts emphasise the importance of breath, posture, co-ordination,

etc.However, despite this shared heritage and practice, Tai Chi is still seen as “different” by

other martial artists and often this difference is reflected in the practice of the Tai Chi Form -

whether it be called a long or short Form, an old or new one, large or small frame. Tai Chi

schools will teach all beginners a single empty-handed Form for several years, whilst a karate

practitioner, for example, may learn half a dozen kata during the same time-period.Why such a

different approach?Tai Chi schools like to do things slowly. Generally this is a good thing, but a

potential issue arises if we obsess over the detail that becomes observable when we move at

slow speeds. These details become points of debate as one style argues the merit of one

interpretation over another. All martial arts fall prey to this to some extent, but only in Tai Chi is

there a detailed and critical observation of transitions between moves. Hence, it takes a lot



longer to learn a Tai Chi Form that a similar length Form in another art.Is the Form different in

each of the styles?There are a set of guidelines and general rules of movement that have been

laid down over the years in a series of texts called the Tai Chi Classics, and each teacher will

use these references to try to ensure their art remains faithful to its origins. Unfortunately, the

guidelines are somewhat vague and open to interpretation, which may explain the many

variations between the different styles today. Amongst the main half-dozen styles of Tai Chi

Chuan practised throughout the world, there exists over 120 different Tai Chi Forms each with

their own number of moves ranging from 4 to over 200.Over 200?The number of variations in

themselves do not present a problem, but when they are accompanied by claims of exclusive

lineage, authenticity and application, they present a confusing scenario for the new student

looking for a simple pathway into the art. I have written this book, and produced the course that

accompanies these chapters, against this background and with one simple aim: To gather

together 10-12 postures common in all styles, and then to link them together in a flowing and

harmonious way. Irrespective of the style you study, or will go onto study, these 10-12 postures

will prove a good grounding for your training.Can you change or create a Form?Many teachers

would say: ‘No,’ yet when we look at the history of the Tai Chi Form, we see how it has changed

and continues to change, in all parts the world. If we look at one of the most closely traced

lineage systems - that of the Chen style for instance - we can see that even here, the teaching

of the Form has changed over time, introducing different lengths, variations, and what it

describes as frames. And the universally popular Yang Style appears to have undertaken an

unbroken path of adaptation and evolution since its onset. See the following two chapters for a

more detailed look at this history.Am I going to learn the postures in this book?

The Harvard Medical School Guide to Tai Chi: 12 Weeks to a Healthy Body, Strong Heart, and

Sharp Mind (Harvard Health Publications), Tai Chi for Beginners and the 24 Forms, Practical

Tai Chi Training: A 9-Stage Method for Mastery, Tai Chi: A practical approach to the ancient

Chinese movement for health and well-being (The Illustrated Elements of…), Tai Chi

Illustrated, Mastering Yang Style Taijiquan, TAI CHI: Beginners Guide to Tai Chi, Pocket Tai Chi

for Beginners: Simple Steps to a Healthy Body & Mind, The Complete Book of Tai Chi Chuan:

A Comprehensive Guide to the Principles and Practice- Revised Edition, Tai Chi: The Ultimate

Guide to Mastering Tai Chi for Beginners in 60 Minutes or Less! (Tai Chi - Tai Chi for Beginners

- Martial Arts - Fighting Styles - How to Fight - Chakras - Reiki), T'ai Chi Classics, Simple

Qigong for Health: The Eight Pieces of Brocade (YMAA Qigong), Tai Chi In 10 Weeks: A

Beginner's Guide, The Manual of Bean Curd Boxing: Tai Chi and the Noble Art of Leaving

Things Undone (The Tai Chi Trilogy Book 2), Tai Chi: A Beginner’s Guide to Internal Tai Chi, Tai

Chi for Beginners: Find Serenity and Inner Peace through the Ancient Art of Tai Chi (Tai Chi

Chuan | Taijiquan), Tai Chi Essentials: The Simplified 24 Form, Tai Chi: The Ultimate 2 in 1

Guide to Mastering Tai Chi for Beginners and Tai Chi! (Tai Chi - Tai Chi for Beginners - Martial

Arts for Beginners - Martial Arts - How to Fight - Fighting Techniques), The Root of Chinese

Qigong 2nd. Ed.: Secrets of Health, Longevity, & Enlightenment (Qigong Foundation), The Way

of Qigong: The Art and Science of Chinese Energy Healing, Tai Chi for Arthritis and Fall

Prevention Handbook, T'ai Chi for Seniors: How to Gain Flexibility, Strength, and Inner Peace
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David Bordeaux, “A nice summary of a few of the most popular taiji postures. This is a quick

and simple guide to some of the most popular postures found in Tai Chi. While I do not

necessarily agree that the postures chosen are the best representations of most of the taiji

systems, I do think that they are well presented in this book. The author even expresses that

some people may not agree with his choices, however I do think he has done well to represent

his art and his understanding of taiji. I do recommend this book for those interested in getting

their feet wet with taiji. for those experience practitioners of taiji, I recommend finding another

book to supplement this one if you do so choose to read it.”

Ray S., “Like chocolate Impossible to put down.. A massive thank you to Paul for this book,

wonderful in it’s simplicity. Easy to read and understand. I particularly like the descriptions of

the hand and foot movements and wish I had this when I was starting out.”

The book by Paul Read has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 16 people have provided feedback.
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